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The UK’s finest natural looking
artificial garden grass

Our products are manufactured by a technologically advanced 
system to produce the most natural looking artificial garden grass 
available in the United Kingdom.

EverLawn® has rapidly become the preferred option for garden 
enhancement and our customers immediately appreciate the 
advantage of life without mowing, edging, raking, spiking, feeding 
and weeding.

Where can EverLawn® 
be installed?

A useful guide for 
Installation

Lush green lawns are a delight in any garden but other priorities 
distract us from the time and effort needed to achieve such 
results. Very often when the opportunity to tend the lawn arises 
the weather is unobliging and the problems of pests, disease, 
poor drainage, moss, weeds and bald patches accumulate.

     Lawn Problems

EverLawn® is designed to be installed onto most surfaces.

Take up the turf Level Ground Tantalised timber 
stakes hammered 
into ground

Tantalised timber 
skirting perimeter
fixed to stakes

A good drainage
material spread over
the ground

Compact down A layer of sharp
sand

Compact down

A weed membrane
is recommended

Membrane nailed to
timber

Lay and cut the
Everlawn

Allow a gap between 
timber and concrete 
to tuck in

Or Nail to timber
edge

Cut close to stitching 
to prepare edges 
before joining

Join with tape and
glue

Hard to believe its
not real grass

Looks great with a path Or concrete edging

Most gardens have a concreted area that replaced the lawn 
years ago, and in most cases was because of the demands 
of maintenance. We can offer you EverLawn® artificial grass 
products that can be installed over the concrete with minimal 
preparation work

     Concrete

By adopting the same method as concrete we can offer you 
EverLawn® artificial grass products that can be fitted over a 
flagged area with minimal preparation work.

     Flagging

EverLawn® artificial grass products are perfect for balconies and 
roof tops. With a very simple installation you can have a lush, soft, 
green grass underfoot, instantly improving aesthetics and texture.

     Balconies & rooftops

The natural colour of our EverLawn® artificial grass products will 
compliment the aquatic blue of your swimming pool. Whether 
your pool is inside or outside there is virtually no maintenance so 
leaving more time for you to relax

     Around the swimming pool

Most decking gets very little sun and can become treacherous 
when damp. We can offer you EverLawn® artificial grass products 
that can be fitted over decking. The installation time is short 
and results in an instant garden to walk in and out of your home 
without the muddy feet.

     Over Decking

Replacing your lawn with EverLawn® not only has an everlasting 
visual impact but instantly removes all the concerns with badly 
worn lawns, muddy feet and maintenance issues. When you have 
an artificial grass surface installed, this instantly enhances the 
quality of your life and those around you.

     Replacing the lawn

Most drives are completely covered in paving, tarmac or plain old 
concrete. We can offer you EverLawn® artificial grass products 
that can be installed over your drive leaving only the area the 
wheels come into contact with the drive. The visual impact is 
amazing. More and more people are replacing the grey look and 
adopting the green drive approach.

     Driveways

     UV resistant

     Quick drainage

     No more burnt patches

     No more muddy feet or paws

EverLawn® is the UK’s finest and most natural looking artificial 
garden grass and will provide you with a maintenance free, 
durable relaxing lawn area for the whole family to enjoy throughout 
each season, year after year.

     Concider the EverLawn® Solution

Once installed, EverLawn® is practical, child, pet and adult 
friendly. Concerns regarding maintenance and environmental 
issues relating to chemical compounds, energy supplies, flooding 
and water supplies are of no consequence.

The initial appropriate drainage measures eliminate flooding of the 
lawn area which, regardless of adverse weather is, of course, mud 
and fade free.

The UK’s finest natural looking artificial garden grass is available 
from EverLawn®.

The UK’s largest importers and leading suppliers of artificial 
garden grass to the domestic market, garden centres and 
landscape merchants.

     EverLawn® Advantages


